Research. You’ll find endless opinions on the internet, at the range and in gun magazines for your new AR15. Decide what general type you might want and follow these steps to tune your AR15 into the rifle (or pistol) you are looking for.
Step One: Receiver  The registered part of the AR15 is the lower receiver. You’ll want to start your project here.

There are plenty of AR15 lower receiver manufacturers out there. The four featured here are; Rock River, CMMG, Stag and DPMS.

Step Two: Upper  Next is the choice between Flat Top or Carry Handle options for the upper receiver.

There is also a removable carry handle that can be added to the flat top AR15 upper receivers.

Step Three: Stock  The first decision to make in your choice of stock is to get a standard or collapsable style. If you choose collapsable, you’ll find a very large selection to choose from.
Step Four: Barrel
Choice of barrel includes length, style and type of handguards and muzzle device used

Here is a review of an AR15 pistol build
This is a breakdown of how this AR15 pistol was built. Parts used include a Rock River AR15 Pistol lower, ArmaLite upper receiver, Model 1 sales 7 1/2 inch Barrel. Also used a Phantom muzzle break, MagPul P-Mag, Modified AR15 Pistol Grip, V-Tac sling along with the various other parts needed to make it operate. This is not an SBR, it is an AR15 pistol

Some special tools are needed to work on an AR15. An armorer’s block that holds the upper receiver in a vise ($35) and a barrel wrench ($30), front sight bench block ($40), and a sight tool to install the front sight ($10) so if you don’t plan to do this too often, it may be cheaper to have a local AR15 gunsmith take care of some of these modifications

Gunsmiths can do a professional job of assembling your new
AR15, we have had more than one built by the guys at Tucson Guns here in Tucson, Arizona.

To further 'tune' the AR15, you replace the standard extractor spring with an upgraded spring and added an 'o'-ring to stiffen the extraction. This is a quick $15 job (including parts) at Tucson Guns.

This AR15 information was built with help from and parts mostly from Tucson Guns and Western Artifacts.

www.TucsonGuns.net
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